Nancy Conrad and John Baker Appointed to Bar Association of Lehigh
County Leadership
1.24.22
Nancy Conrad, Managing Partner of the Lehigh Valley office and Chair of the
Higher Education Group, and John Baker, Counsel in the Lehigh Valley office, will
both serve in the leadership of the Bar Association of Lehigh County (BALC).
Nancy is President-Elect for 2022 and will serve as President in 2023, while
John has been elected as a member of the Board of Directors.
Since the turn of the century, the BALC has provided service and assistance to
the area’s lawyers and the community. The association was officially chartered in
1905 “to advance the science of jurisprudence and the administration of justice,
to encourage a thorough legal education, to uphold the honor and dignity of the
bar, to cultivate social and professional association among its members, to assist
the courts in the orderly and efficient administration of justice and to perpetuate
the history of the profession and the memory of its members within this judicial
district.”
Nancy has decades of experience representing businesses, educational
institutions and non-profit organizations in all aspects of workplace disputes. She
is highly active in the legal and professional communities, including years of
service to the Pennsylvania Bar Association. Most recently, in 2021 and in
conjunction with her positions as PBA Woman Governor and Chair of the PBA
Diversity Equity and Inclusion Team, Nancy was recognized with the PBA
President’s Award for her leadership with the PBA Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
Team in recognition of the diversity initiatives she advanced, the programs she
coordinated, and the engagement she fostered among the bar on diversity related
issues.
John is a past recipient of the bar association's prestigious "Presidential Legal
Eagle Award," recognizing his long service to the BALC. John has more than 30
years of experience in labor-management relations and has been responsible for
enhancing the legal well-being of the firm's labor clients. He is an active member
of the American Bar Association and Pennsylvania Bar Association, where he
serves on the Disability Services, Lawyers' Assistance, and Children's Rights
Committees.
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